الگوهای اصلاحی پیچیده

رابرت بالان
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Basic corrective forms

Zigzag corrections
- Bull correction
- Bear correction

Irregular corrections
- Bull correction
- Bear correction

Flat corrections
- Bull correction
- Bear correction

Triangle corrections
- Bull correction
- Bear correction
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Complex corrective forms

Double-Threes
Flat complex

Flat
X
Flat

Flat
X
Triangle

Flat
X
Zigzag

Flat
X
Irregular
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Complex corrective forms

Double-Threes
Irregular complex
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Complex corrective forms

Triple-Threes
Flat complex

- B  X  B  X  B
A  C  A  C  A
| Flat | X | Flat | X | Flat |

- B  X  B  X
A  C  A  C
| Flat | X | Zigzag | X | Triangle |

- B  X  B  X
A  C  A  C
| Flat | X | Zigzag | X | Irregular |

- B  X  B  X
A  C  A  C
| Flat | X | Irregular | X | Zigzag |
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Complex corrective forms

Triple-Threes
Irregular complex

Irregular | X | Irregular | X | Irregular
---|---|---|---|---

Irregular | X | Flat | X | Triangle

Irregular | X | Flat | X | Zigzag

Irregular | X | Zigzag | X | Triangle
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Deviations from mathematical ratios

Zigzag

C = 0.618 A
C = 1.618 A

Flat

C = 0.618 A
C = 1.382 A
C = 1.618 A
Deviations from mathematical ratios

Irregular

Triangle

Expanding triangle

C = .362 A
C = .618 A

C = A

\[ d = .618 \cdot h \]
\[ e = .618 \cdot c \]

\[ d = 1.618 \cdot b \]
\[ e = 1.618 \cdot c \]
Substitution of Patterns

Zigzags

B → Triangle

B → irregular

B → Flat

B → Double-Three
(flat + triangle)
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Substitution of Patterns

Zigzags

A → Zigzag

B → Triangle

B → irregular

A → Flat
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Substitution of Patterns

Irregulars

A → Flat
B → Zigzag
C → Diagonal triangle

B → Double-Three
(flat + zigzag)

B → Zigzag
C → Double zigzag

A → Flat
B → Double zigzag
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Substitution of Patterns

Double-Threes

B → Triangle
A → Irregular

Alternate Wave Count:

A B C
\( a \ b \ c \ x \ a b \ c \)

X → Triangle

Triple-Three

X → Irregular
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Substitution of Patterns

Diagonal Triangles

Triple zigzag into a diagonal triangle

Double zigzag into a diagonal triangle

Diagonal triangle at Wave A and C

B → Diagonal triangle (Special type)

A → Special type
C → Normal type
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